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[image: Rick Blankenforth]
Rick Blankenforth
1709466635

Great help great range highly recommended



[image: Charles Kovess]
Charles Kovess
1708810582

Great knowledge and expertise. I go here regularly. Thanks.



[image: Christopher Hall]
Christopher Hall
1707645851

Top mower shop. Serviced my Honda mower (now running very well) and repaired my string trimmer under warranty. Quick turnaround and great service.
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Ben Crosthwaite
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I M
1704872252

Can highly recommend. Placed an order online. Prices were very competitive and items were sent quickly via courier and delivered to my front door within 3 days to a Qld address. Thank  you.
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tlc prop
1704846448

These guys r the best
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Michael Ward
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Geoff Gledhill
1701745928

Always attentive service and great product knowledge.
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Marni Frendo
1701609443

Best old fashioned and good old customer service from start to finish, better prices than the big chain stores too.. Support small business while you still have a choice !!!
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fraser Samuel
1701024731

This is the best shop I've been too in years.  Another store -oakleigh mower power-told me my whipper snipper attachment was not fixable.  Nor could I buy a new one as the firm no longer sold them as the motor had changed along with the fitting point.  This shop said they have all the spares & they fixed my whipper snipper attachment straight away
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Chris Hill
1699082332

Great service super fast at getting you what you need. Love the new Stihl MS180 perfect for chopping up firewood and cleaning up a lifestyle block!



[image: george salouris]
george salouris
1695526833

For all your grass cutting issues go down and see them, friendly staff, parts, equipment, service,they have it all 😉.
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Ameet Bhat
1695440997

Excellent service from Rocky. Very knowledgeable and friendly. Highly recommended for mower issues and purchase.
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Lee Farrell
1693357314

Kingston Mowers are a pleasure to deal with , fantastic friendly  customer service and they know their stuff . Service is always prompt and efficient and prices really fair. Highly recommend.
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Gavin Stearnes
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Nic Finger
1688264643

Plenty of parts in stock and no hassles service. Perfect
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bernie blake
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Rory Hogan
1687741606

Great customer service and got the parts I needed, will be back for any mower parts. Thanks Rory
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Peter Young
1686982339

Staff were very helpful.  Fixed my lawnmower and installed electric start.  It's better than new.
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Tanya James
1686305684

Great service very knowledgeable prices are average but buddy does a good job…. Keep up the good work buddy
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Yoram Ron
1685330500

Great knowledge and advice,  range of products is excellentExcellent service as always
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Chamil Vidanapathirana
1685096246

Friendly staff good service
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McPhee's Gardening Services
1684395112

Great service our business in gardening has been going over 35 years and this business wins hands down for service . My masport broke a clutch cable and normally you have to wait weeks , these guys had it in stock and have a huge range of spares . What was a big surprise it was only 25 bucks for the part ..
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Roschelle Eloff
1682803540

Always very helpful staff! Great quality products
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josh stuart
1682569922

I visited this store recently with the small aim of finding a lawnmower to mow my small backyard. I was not too fussy and did not expect much.However the service I got from Ben Smith (aged 17) was absolutely phenomenal. He even mowed my lawn for me and made me dinner.give him a raise!!!
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A Yo
1678607808

Really great customer service at this shop. The staff are very knowledgeable and helpful. I purchased a lawn mower here and Ryan was able to set it up, ready to go on pickup.He set up the warranty and I couldn't have asked for better customer service. Thank you !
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Gilson Cabral
1678179276

Great service
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Bill McIlroy
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Shaun Collins
1678090144

Visited on the weekend. Friendly service and professional advice from Ashley. Recommend a visit for all your mowing needs.
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Angelo Grixti
1677963136

Nice guy and very helpful.
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John Rennick
1677798351

I recently  purchased a mulcher.Honda motor ,starts first time ,works well..Excellent service!
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Mark Peters
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Sally Boustead
1675041244

I came to this shop to get some experienced advise on my late brothers chainsaw. Ryobi head office sent me here to help.I gave this chainsaw to them to look at and advise what to do as I wanted to have it working in my brothers memory.They phoned me on the 23/1/23 to advise that it wasn’t worth fixing.I then received a phone call and voicemail on the 30/1/23 stating that they were going to throw “MY BROTHERS CHAINSAW IN THE BIN” it wasn’t even a week that it had been there after notification.I was appalled and went and collected it straight away. There was nothing they could say or do the damage was done speaking like that to a customer. I have the voice mail as proof.I was left so upset
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Jim Mosh
1674721738

Very knowledgeable always helpful
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666 Dual Sport
1674113524

Good customer  serviceGood productsI bought a great bull 130 chipper and its a beauty
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David
1674029525

Very fast delivery to Queensland on the Key Start Honda powered Chipper, this machine is excellent, perfect for my large acreage block
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Michael Gray
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Eustin Terblanche
1672978713

Everyone is friendly and helpful.
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Simon Coddington
1670322239

Excellent service here. Michael is both very helpful and knowledgeable.
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Marty Nixon
1666333554

This place had the best service and products. Everything is first class
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Ian Pickering
1663656625

Michael @ Kingston Mowers was very helpful & knowledgeable with a Stihl pressure washer that I bought there.
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joe lesjak
1657327823

Great guys awesome service 👏
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J P
1656817472

Brilliant customer service.  I am a first time customer and Bought a Stihl FS70r, the team got it all ready, filled it with fuel and showed me how to change the spool and operate the equipment.  Thank you.
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Angus Kennedy
1656466942

Very Quickly Posted and Delivered, took less than 2 days
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William Brown
1655549919

Absolutely Brilliant Customer Service!  I was after some Husqvarna parts, got what I wanted and a great deal too.Thanks Rocky, you are a Star.
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Damon Birrell
1655532208

Great friendly service
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peterkng
1655451232

Ordered a Pro100 chipper, an absolute beast chips wet branches on a melaleuca tree up to 100mm no problem at all, what use to take me a full day with the old electric chipper took less than an hour with this. Order was sent to local TNT depot, bit of an effort to get it out the trailer at home 234kg but got there in the end. Service from Kingston mowers for ordering and customer service was A+.
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GEORGE BABU
1651873931

If you are looking for a suitable Mower, tools or machinery for your outdoor maintenance, this is your go to place. Please do definitely ask for Nick who's Mr. Know it all. He's really courteous and always has a smile on his face. If it's your first time picking up your equipments this is your place!!
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